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MANAGING THE CORPORATE ACQUISITION
PROCESS FOR SUCCESS
KyungNwan Kim
and
Michael D. Olsen
ABSTRACT

The primary purpose of this paper is the discovery of evidence about the determinants of a successful pre-acquisition management process, and the determinants
of successful post-acquisitionintegration, using as data previous general literature
on acquisitions. It is hoped that this study will enhance the overall lodging industry's knowledge base about the acquisition process. This study will contribute to
future efforts to systematically conceptualize and operationalize the acquisitions
process utilized by U.S. lodging firms, by suggesting a strategic acquisition management framework for lodging firms.

Introduction

I

Ike

Corporate acquisitions have become one of the crucial strategc issues in the business
world today. Although acquiring companies often have experienced a deteriorated postacquisition performance that has reduced shareholdersf wealth, the acquisition of companies or competitors is still one of the most common strategc instruments for expansion
or restructuring. It is known that acquisitions have a tremendous impact on the industry,
but there is a definite lack of comprehensive research about the underlying structure of
the mergers and acquisitions (M&A) phenomenon in the hotel industry. Jemison & Sitkin
(1986) stated that the acquisition process itself has the most important role in determining acquisition activities and outcomes. However, to date there have been no studies that
have attempted to identify the key issues that impact the processes of acquisition strategy
formulation (pre-acquisition management) and acquisition strategy implementation
(post-acquisition integration) in the lodging industry. In order to clarify and define the
nature of the M&A phenomenon, it is necessary to conduct a comprehensive investigation of the acquisition process. In previous research about corporate acquisitions, most
studies have attempted to discover evidence about a part of the whole acquisitions process, such as the motives or objectives of acquisition, sources of shareholder wealth in
corporate acquisitions, influences on post-acquisition integration, results of post-acquisition performance, and others. Previous studies have investigated the above corporate
acquisition issues within a uni-dimensional framework, i.e., one issue at a time. In order
to pursue more rigorous and practical studies in the future, it is necessary to take an integrated and holistic viewpoint that includes the most critical corporate acquisition issues
simultaneously and in a multi-dimensional framework. The organizing principle of this
paper is that it investigates the various issues that surround the corporate acquisition
process individually, collectively, and simultaneously.
Although there has been substantial research in the area of corporate acquisitions,
academic empirical investigations have not produced critical and tangible evidence for

what constitutes a successful acquisition (Sirower, 1997). The issue that is discussed in
this paper is the identification of the underlying key success factors that occur during the
overall process of acquisition that determine superior post-acquisition performance by
acquiring companies within the context of the hotel industry. T h s is achieved through an
investigation of two dimensions that co-exist within the management of acquisition process strategies: pre-acquisition management and post-acquisition integration. Concernbenefits between the acquiring firm and the target through acquisition. In the area of
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cessful integration of the combined firm that leads to realized, anticipated acquisition
gains. The primary purpose of this paper is the discovery of evidence about the determinants of a successful pre-acquisition management process and the determinants of successful post-acquisition integration, using as data previous general literature on acquisitions. It is hoped that this study will enhance the overall lodging industry's knowledge
base about the acquisition process.

Background of the Study
The continuing trend of consolidation in the hotel industrv is an anticipated vheindustry's structure, but also the global hotel market. ~attin~(1987)
described the consoliymous with 'best' and that the larger their chain, the-greater the profitability of their suc-
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smaller number of large chains with multiple brands and extensive distribution systems,
and expect more price competition among the agng, all-purpose hotels constructed during the '60s and '70s" (p. 11). An explanation of t h s consolidation trend can be found in
the hotel industry itself, where good economics and technologcal and logstic developments are emvhasizine the im~ortanceof size. con solid at in^: chains of hotels ~romisesto
acquisitions 6 obtain multiple lines of brands over the various segmenis.
The year of 1997was a historic year in the area of corporate acquisitions in the United
States, representing a total of 11,029 deals. In good economic conditions that allow steady
growth, low inflation, and a bullish stock market, acquisition activities proliferate in all
sectors of the industry (The Economist, 1998).According to Securities Data Co. (1998),the
total value of U.S. domestic acquisition deal announcements reached $908 billion, reprelodgini industrv was one of the most active industrv sectors of acquisitions during 1997.
in 1997 (SecuritiesData CO, 1998).The lodging industry also has experienced an ever-in-
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acquisition deals, both announced and pending deals, reached some $43.4 billion (Coopers & Lybrand Lodging Research Network, 1998).
This consolidation trend, fueled by industry gants and paired-share Real Estate
Investment Trusts (REITs), will change not only the U.S. lodging industry structure, but
also the global hotel market. For example, last year Starwood Lodging's $14.6 billion
acquisition of ITT Corp. put the hotel industry on the front stage. Tlus continuing trend
of consolidation in the hotel industry is an anticipated phenomenon by many industry
experts. Lattin (Cited in Malley, 1998) argues that, "If you are to believe the appraisers
and valuation experts, they are predicting there will be some pretty good buys in the
marketplace-maybe in 1999 and certainly by 2000" (p. 58). Hanson predicts that, "There
actually will be more mergers in 1998 than 1997. ... The actual number of mergers is only
21 [in 19971; after the big players have their mergers, lots of the small players, just to
remain relevant, will have mergers" (p. 50, Cited in Cruz, 1998).
Based upon this expectation about future acquisition activities, it is necessary not
only to investigate the determinants of successful acquisition management for potential
lodgng acquirers, but also to develop a theoretical framework to improve lodgng industry practitioners' and academics' knowledge base about this important topic.

The Importance of the Acquisition Process
According to Mercer Management Consulting (Cited in Smith & Hershman, 1997),in
the 1990s the success rate of corporate acquisitions is barely 50 percent, whereas in the
1980s, 57 percent of acquisition deals failed. Acquisition is one of the most frequently
used instruments for consistent growth. According to Smith & Hershman (1997), "A dollar earned through growth is worth 30 percent to 50 percent more than the same dollar
earned through cost-cutting" (p. 39). Moreover, Marks & Mirvis (1998) argued that,
"Increasing revenue 1 percent has five times greater impact on the bottom line than
decreasing operating expenses 1percent" (p. 5). Based upon this information, if firms utilized acquisitions well as a growth medium, there would be a better possibility that firms
could achieve value growth through acquisitions.

Building a Complementary Acquisition Process Framework
;

*

,

;

I

Many previous studies that have been based upon a perspective of rational choice
have had two key points: strategic fit and organizational fit. Some researchers have
acknowledged that the choice perspective may not provide a thorough view of acquisition processes and outcomes (Jensen & Ruback, 1983; Lubatkin, 1983). Correspondingly,
Jemison & Sitkin (1986) argued that the acquisition process itself has had a crucial role in
determining acquisition activities and outcomes, and the conventional choice perspective should be supplemented with a process perspective. The process perspective focuses
on the idea that the acquisition process will affect the post-acquisition performance of the
acquiring firm and has a complementary relationship with traditional strategc fit and
organizational fit.
Jemison & Sitkin (1986) argued that strategic fit and organizational fit approaches
were focused on "successful and unsuccessful practices, and that these perspective
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Moreover, to maximize the acquiring firm's strategic gains, three general phases in the
overall acquisition process, including the pre-acquisition management phase, the postacquisition phase, and post-acquisition performance evaluation, must be planned in an
integrated way, rather than as separate phases or as distinctive steps.
In addition to the above thoughts, the present study can be of value by adopting the
holistic approach of systems theory, which assumes that the whole is greater than the
sum of its parts, as a umbrella framework. Systems theory is closely related to the currently popular term "synergy," used with reference to corporate acquisitions. Sirower
(1997) stated, "Synergy is the increase in performance of the combined firm over what
the two firms are already expected or required to accomplish as independent firms" (p.
20). The post-acquisition outcome is the final product of an acquisition deal. In order to
reach this outcome, there must be numerous specific processes involved. In a successful
acquisition deal, each process has its own but crucial role. Therefore, successful acquisition management must view and execute each process seriously and in an integrated
manner in order to achieve a desired final outcome, as well as enhance residual values.
The acquisition process framework shown in Figure 1 represents the integrated and
incremental approaches discussed so far. In sum, a systems approach can enhance the
overall acquisition process.
In order to capture the intended acquisition benefits, acquiring firms must perform
their acquisition process in a deliberate manner that converts the acquisition intent to a
realized one. Mmtzberg (1978) attacked the traditional planning approach because it
inaccurately assumes that a firm's strategy is always the outcome of rational planning.
Mintzberg argued that the core of strategy is that i t relies on the role of process, rather
than the plan. The key idea in Mintzberg's assertion is that strateges sometimes emerge
from withn a firm without any formal and predetermined plan. In other words, even if a
firm did not possess any plan or intention, strategies can emerge from the lower levels of
a firm. Indeed, sometimes a firm's appropriate strateges are a sudden response to
unforeseen environments or circumstances. Mintzberg (1978) defined strategy as "a pattern in a stream of decisions and actions." The pattern represents a contingent product of
either an intended or a planned strategy that is actually realized, or any unplanned or
emergent strateges.
For this study, unlike Mintzberg's emergent strateges, after closing a deal, the
acquirer's acquisition intent must be executed and controlled through an intended strategy that will be deliberated into a realized strategy. This realized strategy represents the
potential benefits to the acquirer that are identified before a deal closed. If there exist
emerging strategies or any deviations from the pre-determined plan in the post-acquisition integration process, they represent only emergent problems or unforeseen obstacles
in aclueving anticipated gains. One of the acquirer's core competencies in corporate
acquisition is its capabilities to minimize emergent problems and maximize intended
acquisition benefits, especially in the post-acquisition management process. In other
words, the acquirer must be able to align its acquisition intent with post-acquisition
integration, and must keep its strategic vision alive for a desired duration up to when
necessary strategc changes are identified. The core assertion of this paper is that if hotel
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acquirers utilize this paper's integrated and incremental process approach, they will
have a greater probability for success. In other words, if they follow t h s study's
approach, they can convert the acquisition's intent to a realized one, whle minimizing
emergent problems and obstacles to acheving acquisition gains. This study's acquisition
process framework, as shown in Figure 1, can provide a useful conceptual framework for
both practitioners and academics.
Figure 1. The Framework of Successful Acquisition Management
Pre-Acquisition Management Phase

Pre-Acquisition Integration Phase

The acquisition process framework shown in Figure 1 represents the integrated and
incremental model developed for t h s study. As shown in Figure 1, the conceptual framework comprises ten dimensions (or constructs) in two phases of corporate acquisition:
pre-acquisition management and post-acquisition integration. The framework presented
here suggests that the acquirer must manage its acquisition intent throughout the overall
acquisition process in an integratedlincremental manner to achieve the intended
acquisition benefits. The incremental management of a series of important issues during
the whole acquisition process must be executed based upon a process perspective. It is
believed that this is the most crucial factor in a successful acquisition bid.

Dimensions in the IntegratedlIncremental Acquisition Process
After acquirers' motives are initiated, it is critical for successful deals to align
those acquisition motives with various dimensions in the entire acquisition process. It is
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necessary to identify here the acquisition process as a group of interacting dimensions or
categories. As shown in Figure 1, the conceptual framework is comprised of ten dimensions in two phases of corporate acquisition: pre-acquisition management and postacquisition integration. Acquisition motives are designed as a given condition but not
discussed here, although this also has various issues for discussion. The following section will discuss aspects of each of the other dimensions in detail.
1. Pre-Acquisition Management Phase. If the acquirers can identify and prepare
for a wide variety of factors in the pre-acquisition process, they can achieve
smooth post-acquisition integration that creates exceptional post-acquisition
performance.

Information. The success of acquisition deals depends upon how effectively
the acquirer evaluates value and potential synergies from acquiring the target.
Gathering comprehensive and accurate, necessary information is critical to a
successful deal. Information can be defined here as a wide variety of facts and
data necessary to maintain and reinforce a purchasing decision.
In order to be successful in acquisitions, precise evaluations of target firms are
the foremost task for acquirers. Salter & Weinhold (1979)arguedthat the acquirers frequently overestimate the value of the target, while underestimating the
costs of realizing synergies. Marludes & Willamson (1996) argued that acquisition relatedness must be measured as the degree of strategicassets. The authors'
assertion is based upon a resource-based view of the firm, that acquirers must
acquire the target's valuable, unique, unexchangeable, and hard-to-imitate
assets. Tlus assertion is equivalent to the conventional "strategic fit' argument
that the target's strategc vision must complement the acquirer's and create
value (Jemison & Sitlun, 1986).It would be more effective for two firms to consider the "organizational fit" that the two firms must possess, including
matched administrative and cultural practices, as well as complementary
human resource policies.

Value. The key goal of acquisition is to create value for the acquiring firm, and
then to maximize shareholders' wealth. The value of an acquisition usually
depends upon a certain level of cash flow from the combined operating structures, wluch leads to an increase in shareholders' wealth. Value can be defined
as the worth of an acquisition deal created mainly from the anticipated synergistic benefits of the combining company. In horizontal acquisitions, acquisition value usually is created from anticipated synergistic benefits. Sirower
(1997) argued that the intended synergy will be realized when cash flows are
increased, through either increased sales or reduced costs, or when the lowered
discount rate on projected cash flows is reflected in the firms' pre-acquisition
stock prices. Unlike Sirower, Chatterjee (1992) found that the value inPacquisition is realized through restructuring the target by the acquiring firm, rather
than through the synergy itself.
Acquisition gains to service firms are not different from those that have been
sought by manufacturing industry acquirers (McCann, 1996). McCann (1996)
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the difficulty of recogruzing the process itself as part of the problem (Jemison
& Sitlun, 1986).

Approach. In this study, approach is defined as a variety of surrounding procedures to reconcile a pre-determined acquisition intent to the target firm, while
minimizing problems and obstacles. Napier (1989) identified three types of
mergers. The first is an extension merger, where the acquirer allows the target
to maintain its independent position as usual, even after the deal is completed.
The second is a collaborative merger, where both the acquirer and the target mix
their operations, assets, and cultures to achieve anticipated synergisticbenefits.
The final is a redesign merger, where the acquiring firm makes sipficant
changes in the target's overall operational and managerial practices.
In order to capture their intended acquisition benefits, acquiring firms should
establish and execute an effective communication strategy to maintain a stable
and comfortable work environment, especially for the target's employees.
There are four primary dimensions of employee resistance when a firm
announces change initiatives, including parochial self-interest, low tolerance
for change, different assessments, and misunderstanding and lack of trust (Kotter & Schlesinger, 1979).To resolve these problems, Kotter & Schlesinger (1979)
recommended extensive communications withemployees. Raab & Clark (1992)
also suggested that explicit communications with the target's employees must
start immediately after the deal is announced.

People. Previous studies identified the stress and negative impacts on a target's
employees. One of them is that the loss of autonomy produced a negative effect
on post-acquisition efforts, as well as on post-acquisition performance. Further,
the acquiring firms should manage layoffs of target employees carefully, and
they should consider other possible alternatives to replace layoff plans (Leana
& Feldman, 1989). Schweiger & DeNisi (1991) argued that a wide variety of
communication problems and conflicts between mergng firms would reduce
the effectiveness of post-acquisition integration. The key source of a successful
acquisition depends upon the effectiveness of the human side of the deal, such
as employee-related issues (Begley & Yount, 1994).
There are two opinions about retaining the target's top executives. On the one
hand, since the target's top executives are valuable assets, their retention is one
of the determinants of post-acquisition performance (Cannella & Hambrick,
1993; Barney, 1988).On the other hand, the replacement of the target's top management team has facilitated the improvement of post-acquisition performance
(Jensen & Meckling, 1976; Fama, 1980; Fama & Jensen, 1983; Walsh, 1989).
People can be defined as a group of the merging company's organizational
members, who have either positive or negative perceptions toward an acquisition deal.

Culture. Cultural clash/distance can have a critical role in the post-acquisition
integration process. In corporate acquisitions, some areas of the culture will be
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match acquisition vision and management processes and systems (Smith &
Hershman, 1997).Sirower (1997) also emphasized the importance of the alignment between the strategic vision of the acquisition deal and the operating
strategy. The author further argued that the operating strategy must be executed immediately after the deal is closed, and it must be developed based
upon a new set of competition analyses. After the deal is completed, the operating strategy must address clearly how the combined firm is to seize a competitive position that is incorporated witlun the entire value chain of the business
(Sirower, 1997). The combined firm must be able to improve its competitive
methods and /or to extend other competitive methods to compete effectively in
order to acheve its intended synergistic benefits and sustain its competitive
advantages.
Based upon the above discussion, the authors identified some important decision
points for each dimension in the overall acquisition process to facilitat; the appropriate
identification of critical success factors for acquisitions, as shown in Table 1.
Table 1
Decision Points of the Nine Dimensions in the Acquisition Process
Dimension
Information
Value
Price
Approach

Approach
People
Culture
Organization
Strategy

Decision Points
Pre-Acquisition Management Phase
A decision on the information necessary to purchase a target firm
.

A decision on what the actual worth of the acquisition transaction should be
A decision on the extent of financial resources expected for the acquisition deal
A decision on the form and content of the acquisition deal regarding the relationship between the acquiring firm and the target firm
Post-Acquisition Integration Phase
A decision on the development of effective post- acquisition transition management practices, particularly for immediately after the deal is completed
A decision on the effective management of the human component
A decision on the effective integration of two different cultural systems
A decision to build a new and stronger organization
A decision to achieve the strategic intent of the acquisition deal

In sum, t h s paper has identified some crucial dimensions in the overall acquisition
management process and various corresponding factors that can lead to successful
acquisition deals. In order to uncover the exact causes of successful corporate acquisitions, we need more rigorous and systematic studies to help future acquirers witlun the
context of the lodgng industry. Tlus reasoning suggests the following propositions:
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Table 3 (continued)
Potential Critical Success Factors in the Post- Acquisition Phase
Integration of information systems infrastructure between merging firms
Differences in management style between merging firms
Degree of centralization and autonomy of the target's employees
Identify a new set of opportunities for enhancement of competitive position of merged firm
Assimilate the acquirer's cultural systems (i.e., values, norms) into the target's culture
Inject new management people into the target firm immediately
Establish new procedures for competitor analyses

Conclusions and Future Research
Since there are substantially fewer theoretical works about the acquisition process for
lodging firms, this paper focuses on "what" is the specific content of the acquisition process. T h s paper's framework can be considered as a catalyst for future theoretical and
empirical investigations for the questions of "when, how, and why," which are the core
components of a good theory. It is believed that without sufficient description about a
particular ambiguous reality, it is very difficult to construct a good theory. Various factors
identified in this paper may contribute important building blocks to future, rigorous
acquisition studies in the lodgng industry.
This paper has provided descriptions regarding the acquisition process in order to
enhance our understanding about a part of the underlying structure of the current
acquisition wave in the U.S. lodging market. T h s study will contribute to future efforts
to systematically conceptualize and operationalize the acquisitions process utilized by
U.S. lodgng firms by suggesting a strategic acquisition management framework for
lodgng firms.
The authors have suggested a view of favorable relationshps in what constitutes a
lodgng company's successful acquisition strategy. Much of the previous research has
investigated corporate acquisition issues one issue at a time. However, these studies have
ignored the specific factors that lead to successful corporate acquisition strategies,
because they have not dealt with the critical relationship between the pre-acquisition
management phase and the post-acquisition integration phase simultaneously. Future
hypotheses-testing work on the determinants of successful acquisition strateges will be
needed. In order to identify the genuine reasons for successful acquisition strategies, we
need to understand not only the relationshp between pre-acquisition management and
post-acquisition integration simultaneously but also the incremental relationship
between these two important phases.
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